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OVERVIEW 
Our principal investigation has been the research into methods of transporting and transforming a generic 
structured data set between audio and geometric structures. This has been possible through the 
development of custom programs and the use of off-the-shelf 3D modeling and rendering tools.  
 
Group A consisted of Birger Sevaldson, Trond O. Reinholdtsen, Torbjørn Ljungren and Kim Baumann 
Larsen. 

STAGE 1: generation of initial data structure 
 
The basic structure is generated from a custom PERL1 program (example 1-1) which simply produces a 
multi-parametric list of numeric values.  
 
example 1-1 (exerpt) 
 

$generation = 5; 
@mod = (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,2);            # change index table 
$num_type=5;                         # number of articulation types/instruments 
@durmod = (2);                       # multiplication and division of the duration 
@propmod = (2);                      # multiplication and division of rythm proportions 
@fremod = (12,-12,4,-4);             # addition of fre(quency) 
@modmod = (.2,-.11,.5,-.19); 
@pos = (.7,.2,.9,0);                 # not 1 
$shuffle=0;                          # if the position list should be randomised 
if ($shuffle==1) {while ($#pos>0)  
  {$randval= rand ($#pos); 
  push (@posstokk,$pos[$randval]);splice (@pos,$randval,1)} 
  @pos = @posstokk; } 
#print @posstokk;  
$mindur = .05; 
$minfre = 25; 
 
open (OUT,">tids.doc_struc2sco.ex1-2.sco");           #output 

 
The program performs feedback operations on a string of numbers, varies the content and executes 
copying and filtering of the material. The list (example 1-2) of numbers will be considered as a raw material 
for any form of later realisation, either auditory or visual. 
 
example 1-2 (exerpt) 
 

f1 0 4096 10 1 
f2 0 4096 5 .01 4096 1 
 
i1 0.00 0.14 261 1.000  
i1 0.14 0.29 329 0.400  
i1 0.43 0.43 391 0.200  
i1 0.86 0.14 523 0.300  
i4 1.00 0.33 391 0.100  
i4 1.33 0.67 329 1.000  
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i2 2.00 0.11 261 0.200  
i2 2.11 0.22 391 0.300  
i2 2.33 0.33 493 0.400  
i2 2.67 0.11 587 0.200  
i2 2.78 0.11 493 0.300 

STAGE 2a: generation of sound structure 
 
The list can be "audiolised" by defining the specific parameters in a CSOUND2 orchestra file (example 2-
1). The orchestra file can interpret the different numbers in various ways as musical parameters. Thus, the 
same scorefile can be "read" in several ways, resulting in radical differences. 
 
example 2-1 (exerpt) 

 
sr = 44100 
kr = 4410 
ksmps = 10 
 
instr 1 
k1 linseg 0,.02,20000,p3-.04,20000,.02,0 
k2 line p4,p3,p4*(3*p5) 
a1 oscili k1,k2,1 
out a1 
 endin 
 

The orchestra and score file are processed (example 2-2) producing an AIFF3 soundfile (tids.doc_ex2-
3.aiff). 
 
example 2-2 (exerpt) 

 
trondo@notam ~> csound -Ago tids.doc_ex2-3.aiff CS/tids.doc_orc.ex2-2.orc 
CS/tids.doc_struc2sco.ex1-2.sco 
Csound Version 3.48 (Apr 16 1998) 
orchname:  CS/tids.doc_orc.ex2-2.orc 
scorename: CS/tids.doc_struc2sco.ex1-2.sco 
sorting score ... 
        ... done 
orch compiler: 
41 lines read 
        instr   1        
        instr   2        
        instr   3        
        instr   4        
        instr   5        
MIT Csound: 3.48 (Apr 16 1998) 
orch now loaded 
graphics suppressed, ascii substituted 
audio buffered in 1024 sample-frame blocks 
SFDIR undefined.  using current directory 
writing 2048-byte blks of shorts to tids.doc_ex2-3.aiff (AIFF) 
SECTION 1: 
ftable 1: 
ftable 1:       4096 points, scalemax 1.000 
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new alloc for instr 1: 
B  0.000 ..  0.140 T  0.140 TT  0.140 M:  20000.0 
B  0.140 ..  0.430 T  0.430 TT  0.430 M:  20000.0 
B  0.430 ..  0.860 T  0.860 TT  0.860 M:  20000.0 
B  0.860 ..  1.000 T  1.000 TT  1.000 M:  20000.0 
new alloc for instr 4: 
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STAGE 2b: generation of geometric structure 
 
In a similar way the raw data can be visualized. A perl program converts the score-data file to an Inventor-
file4 by transforming the table data into geometric data. The Inventor-file can be viewed on SGI UNIX-
systems with the program ivview5.  
One version (example 2-4) transforms the data to XYZ-coordinates which are connected into facets 
(example 2-5). 
 
example 2-4 (exerpt) 
 

print OUT "Separator {\n"; 
print OUT "        Coordinate3 {\n"; 
print OUT "             point [\n"; 
for ($a=0;$a<=$#fre;$a++) { 
 
$y = ($start[$a]*5)-10;          # start of note transformed to y-point coordinate 
$x = ($fre[$a]/20)-10;           # frequency of note transformed to x-point coordinate 
$z = ($modulation[$a]*20)-10;    # modulation value of note transformed to z-point 
coordinate 
 

example 2-5 (tids.doc_sco2iv.ex2-5.iv) 

  
wireframe TOP view wireframe FRONT  view 
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wireframe LEFT view wirefram PERSPECTIVE  view 

The facet-version can be varied in different ways by changing the way the points are connected into facets 
and by adding colors (example 2-6 and 2-7)  

 
example 2-6 (exerpt) 

 
for ($b=0;$b<=$#fre-22;$b++) { 
print OUT "Separator {\n"; 
 $c1 = $instr[$b]/6;                        # the data table transformed to rgb color 
values 
 $c2 = 1-($instr[$b]/6); 
 $c3 = $b/($#fre-12); 
printf OUT "  Material {\n   diffuseColor %.2f %.2f %.2f \n  }\n", 
$c1,$c2,$c3; 
print OUT "      IndexedFaceSet {\n           coordIndex [";  # system for connecting 
points 
printf OUT "%d, %d, %d, -1,\n",$b,$b+5,$b+21; 
printf OUT "%d, %d, %d, -1,\n",$b,$b+1,$b+21; 
printf OUT "%d, %d, %d, -1,\n",$b,$b+1,$b+5; 
printf OUT "%d, %d, %d, -1,\n",$b,$b+1,$b+6; 
printf OUT "%d, %d, %d, -1,\n",$b,$b+6,$b+21; 
printf OUT "%d, %d, %d, -1,\n",$b,$b+5,$b+6; 
print OUT "]\n }\n}\n"; 

 
example 2-7 (tids.doc_sco2iv.ex2-7.iv) 

  
wireframe TOP view wireframe FRONT  view 
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wireframe LEFT view wireframe PERSPECTIVE  view 

Another version (example 2-8) transforms the data to XYZ-coordinates, RGB-colors and radi for a set of 
spheres (example 2-9). 
 
example 2-8 (exerpt) 

 
print OUT "#VRML V1.0 ascii\n"; 
print OUT "Separator {\n"; 
for ($a=0;$a<=$#fre;$a++) { 
 
$c1=$fre[$a]/20;                          # the data table transformed to rgb color 
values and 
$c2=$dur[$a]; 
$c3=$ra; 
$x = $a*3;                                # xyz coordinate points 
$y = $fre[$a]/10; 
$z = $dur[$a]; 
$radius = $modulation[$a]*30;            # radius of spheres 

 
example 2-9 (tids.doc_sco2iv.ex2-9.iv) 

  
wireframe TOP view wireframe FRONT view 
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wireframe LEFT view wireframe PERSPECTIVE view 

 

STAGE 3: from geometry to sound 
As a last stage, the group performed three simple, preliminairy  experiments in ways of transforming a 3D-
model into sound. The 3D inventor textfiles were converted to a csound scorefile by a perl program. The 
initial material was an "improvised" graphical form (example 3-1). 
 
ex. 3-1    (tids.doc_surf.test.iv) 

  
wireframe TOP view  wireframe FRONT view 
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wireframe LEFT view  wireframe PERSPECTIVE view 

 

STAGE 3A: granular synthesis 
The first experiment was to make a short 20 millisecond sinewave sound out of every coordinate point in 
the inventor textfile, and thereby generating a sound consisting of masses of sound grains, a sound synthesis 
technique known as granular synthesis. The coordinate point information was extracted from the inventor 
textfile and copied into a new textfile. 
This textfile was put into a perl program (example 3-2: tids.doc_iv2sco.ex3-2.pl). 
 
 
 
example 3-2 (exerpt) 

 
# granular synthesis - iv2sco - example 3-2 
 
open (INN,"<tids.doc_rhytmnum.txt"); # infile  (coordinate points) 
open (UT,">tids.doc_ex4-3.sco");     # outfile 
$startmult = .3;                     # scaling of information 
$dur = .1; 
$ampmult = 1000; 
$freqmult=200; 
 
while (<INN>) { 
 next if $_=~/^#/; 
 next if $_=~/^S/; 
 next if $_=~/[C]/; 
 next if $_=~/[o]/; 
last if $_=~/^]/; 
@all = split(' ',$_); 
$start[$ugh] = $all[0];           # mapping of information 
$freq[$ugh] = $all[1]; 
$amp[$ugh] = $all[2]; 
#$amp[$ugh]=~s/','/''/; 
$ugh++; 

 
The x-coordinate points were interpreted as startpoints in time,  the y-points as frequency and the z points 
as amplitude. The values were then scaled to a proper size. The resulting score-file resulted in a sound-file 
(example 3-4: tids.doc_iv2sco.ex3-4.aiff). 
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The result was maybe not very interesting, although the relation to the graphical object is quite clear. 

STAGE 3B:  ring modulation 
A somewhat more original approach was to load the coordinate values into two two-dimensional tables, 
where the x-values in the inventor file is the  x-points in both the new tables, and the y- and z-points in the 
inventor file are the y-points in the two two-dimentional tables. This was performed by another perl 
program (example 4-5: tids.doc_iv2sco.ex4-5.pl): 
 
example 3-5 (exerpt) 

 
sub numeric { ($a<=>$b) } 
@sortstart = sort numeric (@start); 
$startmax = pop (@sortstart); 
 
 
print UT "f1 0 8192 10 1\n"; 
printf UT "f2 0 32768 5 "; 
for ($a=0;$a<=$#sortstart;$a++) {        # writing table 1 
if ($freq[$a]<.01) {$freq[$a]=.01} 
printf UT "%.2f %.2f ",$freq[$a],(($sortstart[$a+1]-$sortstart[$a])/$startmax)*32768; 
} 
print UT "\n"; 
 
printf UT "f3 0 32768 5 ";              # writing table 2 
for ($a=0;$a<=$#sortstart;$a++) { 
if ($amp[$a]<.01) {$amp[$a]=.01} 
printf UT "%.2f %.2f ",$amp[$a],(($sortstart[$a+1]-$sortstart[$a])/$startmax)*32768; 
} 

 
These tables can for example be used to make a timevarying frequency curve for two simple waveforms. 
The one sound where set to modulate the amplitude of the other,  a classical sound synthesis technique 
called ringmodulation. A csound instrument file was produced (example 4-6: tids.doc_iv2sco.ex4-6.orc): 
example 3-6: tids.doc_iv2sco.ex3-6.orc  

 
sr = 44100 
kr = 4410 
ksmps = 10 
 
instr 1 
itabsize = 32768 
kline1 linseg 0,p3,itabsize 
kline2 linseg 0,p3,itabsize 
k2 tablei kline1,2 
k3 tablei kline2,3 
a3 oscili 1,k2*1000,1 
a4 oscili 1,k3*1000,1 
out a3*a4*20000 
 endin 

 
The resulting sound is example 3-7: tids.doc_iv2sco.ex3-7.aiff) 

STAGE 3C: gradual changing of frequency - glissando 
The last experiment was to link two inventor file coordinate points together and make a gradual transition 
between the values. The idea came from the experience of linking together far removed points in space to 
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make new graphical objects, as described earlier in this text. A third iv2sco perl program made this 
possible (example 3-8: tids.doc_iv2sco.ex3-8.pl) 
 
ex. tids.doc_iv2sco.ex3-8.pl (excerpt) 
 

$startmult= .04; 
$ampmult= 4; 
$fremult=10; 
$bwmult= .1; 
$link= 60;                                # linking of coordinate points 
print UT "f1 0 8192 10 1 \n"; 
for ($a=0;$a<=$#x-($link+1);$a++) { 
$start=$x[$a]*$startmult; 
$dur=($x[$a+$link]-$x[$a])*$startmult; 
$amp1=$z[$a]*$ampmult; 
$amp2 = $z[$a+$link]*$ampmult; 
$fre1=$y[$a]*$fremult; 
$fre2=$y[$a+$link]*$fremult; 
$bw1=$y[$a+1+$link]*$bwmult; 
$bw2=$y[$a+$link1+1]*$bwmult; 
printf UT "i1 %.2f %.2f %d %d %d %d %.1f %.1f\n",$start,$dur,$amp1,$amp2, 
 $fre1,$fre2,$bw1,$bw2; 

 
The frequency and amplitude values is always in transition and thereby creating a constant glissando 
(example 3-9: tids.doc_iv2sco.ex3-9.aiff). 
 
All three experiments was performed on a total non-ambigous level, and little attension was put on fancy 
sound quality and nice effects, but they offer some starting points for further ideas and improvements. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The investigations has made possible an interchange of data between the graphical and auditorial domain. 
The same data can be exposed as an 3-D image or as sound. By storing the information as a large set of 
numbers we have acheived a flexible platform.  
 
An important aspect of this way of working is as obvious as it is crucial; the defining and composition of the 
basic data. Connected to this is the problem of creating abstract structures with some sense of asthetic 
value, independent of any realisation in space or time. More programs which deals with manipulations of 
the raw material, like variation, expansion and scaling could easily be written.  
 
Another approach is to use a "found object", a finished image or sound, and "translating" it to another 
realisation and thereby revealing other and unknown aspects of the structure. 
 
The reading or interpretation of the data to create an image or a sound is the next step in the process. This 
can be done in a number of ways and is itself a subject for futher study of which the group has only 
presented some few suggestions. 
 
This way of working operates on two levels: A virtual abstract field (structure as numbers) and a concrete 
interpretational field (structure as image or sound). 
This concept makes it easy to switch between different realisations and it should be possible for artists in 
different fields to cooperatate and exchange material. 
 
The Study no 1 of Group A have on the one hand concentrated on problems of method as described 
above, and on the other hand produced a set of programs for generating number structures, scaling and 
interpretation of structure and converting of data formats. Thus a communication is made possible. 
 
TR/KBL 08/06/99 
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PLATES 1-1 and 1-2 
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PLATES 2-1 and 2-2 
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PLATES 3-1 and 3-2 
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Notes: 
                                                 
1 PERL is a freeware programming language which interpretes code (ASCII). Perl-programs are run by typing the 
command perl <programfile> in a UNIX-shell window. URL: http://www.perl.com/pace/pub 
2 CSOUND is a text -oriented freeware program for generation of sound. The program requires two seperate files, called 
the orchestra file and the score file. CSOUND is run by typing the command csound -Ago <output soundfile> <csound 
orchestra file> <csound score file> URL: http://www.leeds.ac.uk/music/Man/c_front.html 
3 AIFF is one of the most common soundfile formats on the UNIX and Mac platform. 
4 Inventor is a text -based (ASCII) 3D-file format invented by Silicon Graphics. The Inventor file format is the basis on 
which VRML, the standard for 3D-files on the Internet, is built upon. URL: http://www.vrml.org/  
5 ivview is included on SGI workstations and inventor-files can be viewed with this application by typing the command 
ivvew <inventor file> in a UNIX-shell window. 


